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                    Abstract
As a written language used for thousands of years, Ancient Chinese has some special characteristics like complex semantics as polysemy and the one-to-many alignment with Modern Chinese. Thus it may be translated in a large number of fully different but equally correct ways. In the absence of multiple references, reference-dependent evaluations like Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) cannot identify potentially correct translation results. The explore on automatic evaluation of Ancient-Modern Chinese Translation is completely lacking. In this paper, we proposed an automatic evaluation metric for Ancient-Modern Chinese Translation called DTE (Dual-based Translation Evaluation), which can be used to evaluate one-to-many alignment in the absence of multiple references. When using DTE to evaluate, we found that the proper nouns often could not be correctly translated. Hence, we designed a new word segmentation method to improve the translation of proper nouns without increasing the size of the model vocabulary. Experiments show that DTE outperforms several general evaluations in terms of similarity to the evaluation of human experts. Meanwhile, the new word segmentation method promotes the Ancient-Modern Chinese translation models perform better on proper nouns’ translation, and get higher scores on both BLEU and DTE.
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                    Notes
	In Experiment section, we make length statistics for Ancient-Modern Chinese corpus in Table 1. The average length of the augmented sentences is about a dozen words and the original sentences are shorter than that.


	In order to ensure an objective comparison, the English translations of all pictures are literal translation without modification.


	‘
[image: figure c]




’ (elegance and delicacy) is also an evaluation requirement in this theory. Since this evaluation is very subjective and our task is to translate narrative Ancient Chinese which records facts of Chinese history, we ignored it here.


	Two sentences are the ancient input sentence and the retranslation sentence from the symmetrical Modern-Ancient Chinese translation model.


	We collected this special dictionary to include people names, place names, and some proper nouns that often appear in ancient China, containing about 6000 words.


	Most of the translations for classical poems are subjective, with wide variations between different versions and requiring a lot of additional explanation.


	A clause is a sentence that is obtained by dividing a sentence into fragments when meeting commas, semicolons, periods, exclamation marks and question marks.


	The code is implemented based on https://github.com/huggingface/transformers.


	The weights are determined by where the options are arranged. For example, we have three options for ranking, where the first position has a weight of 3, the second position has a weight of 2, and the third position has a weight of 1.


	Similar to the way that converting the human expert ranking results into scores, we ranked the three candidate sentences from high to low in the automatic ranking method. After that, the first one gets 3 points, the second one gets 2 points and the third one gets 1 point, thus converting the ranking results into discrete scores.
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